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A principal trusts that their agent works for them
Familiar?

You say agree, right?
Who has read Facebook’s 3,500 word EULA (which links to 10
other documents)?
So you trust Facebook/Whatsapp/Instagram?
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“If the product is free, then you are the product”

The Economist (11 Feb 2017):1
Data-crunchers have found a link between the
negativity of someones tweets and his risk of dying of
heart disease. The education levels of your Facebook
friends or the activity on your phone can help reveal how
likely you are to repay a loan. . .
Now that Amazon sells loans, Alibaba has a payments
business and Facebook has patented a credit-rating
system. . .

1

Source: https://tinyurl.com/GCP-2017a
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Who are Facebook (and others) working for?
Meet Facebook, Your New Financial Regulator:2
Facebook declared that it will no longer let certain
kinds of advertisers engage in racial profiling. . .
If the government outsources regulation to private
companies, federal regulators might atrophy, leaving
them unable to do their jobs. . . This is troubling because
private companies ultimately have no accountability to
the public, and offer little transparency. They are acting
primarily out of concern for their reputations.
These companies want to protect their reputation to make profits,
but they might do that by hiding rather than avoiding abuse

2

Source: https://tinyurl.com/GCP-2017b
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Why is working together so hard? Trust ain’t easy.
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Core questions for this week
1. How do principal-agent failures/successes affect our
prosperity?
2. How do we interact in complex relationships with tangled
incentives?
3. How do intrinsic and extrinsic incentives affect our choices
and outcomes?
4. How can we improve principal-agent relations?
These questions arise when a “principal” hires an “agent” who can
deliver benefits but may not because the agent is “the type” who
abuses their “asymmetric information” advantage to help
themselves and harm the principal.
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The basics: Let’s think about information

Time to play “telephone” (“Chinese whispers”)
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The basics: Let’s think about types

https://tinyurl.com/GCP-2017f

Now to some theories and definitions. . .
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Definitions: Asymmetric information

Adverse selection: Unobserved “type” (Golden Balls)
Moral hazard: Unobserved “action” (Whispers)
Insurance companies invented these terms to understand risk, i.e.,
Adverse selection, i.e., high risk types buy insurance.
Moral hazard, i.e., insured people take greater risks.
This is why a young man (AS) with speeding tickets (MH) pays
more for car insurance than an older woman with decades of safe
driving experience.
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Definitions: Types of people (or behavior)
In last week’s collective action lecture, you learned how individuals
in groups need to cooperate to provide (and not over-exploit) their
collective (non-excludable) goods.
Individuals in groups behave in different ways:
Cooperator: Contributes to the group, unconditionally
Defector: “Free rides” on the group, unconditionally
Reciprocator: Decides what to do, based on others’ actions
Defectors (or Free Riders) can weaken a group in the presence of
asymmetric information, i.e.,
I

Free riders hide their incompetent type (AS)

I

Free riders hide their wrong actions (MH)
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Important: two types of asymmetric-information relations
Principal (depends)

Peer (depends/knows)

Peer (depends/knows)

Agent (knows)

CA peers depend on each other; the P depends on the A.
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Definitions: A principal-agent situation
A principal trusts the agent to carry out a task on their behalf,
usually because the agent is capable of doing a better job.
Your examples?
I

Parents hire teachers for their children

I

Car owners hire a mechanic to fix their car

I

Home buyers hire an estate agent to find a deal

Both are better off when trading money for expertise, but adverse
selection or moral hazard can harm the principal. Examples:
I

Teachers impose own ideas or take long breaks

I

Mechanic doesn’t know your bike or breaks working parts

I

Estate agent doesn’t know market or recommends a lemon

Why do agents betray principals?
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Definitions: Motivations
Why do teachers work hard? Politicians represent the public?
Intrinsic motivation affects our behavior “from inside.” It is similar
to guilt or “other-regarding preferences.”
Extrinsic motivation affects our behavior “from outside.” It can be
informal (social) and/or formal (financial or legal)
Type/behavior depends on both motivations, which may conflict.
An agent with “good” intrinsic motivation, for example, may
betray the principal for a large extrinsic temptation.
NB: Their reward is often far smaller than the resulting damage.
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We’ll talk solutions soon, but first. . .
We professors, as principals, depend on you students, as our
agents, to do the reading.
Some of you were intrinsically motivated to do it, but some need a
little extrinsic motivation. . .
Three questions:
1. What action would you recommend to overcome development
professionals’ biased perspectives on life in the countries they
are “helping”?
2. Give one reason why development professionals might “throw
good money after bad.”
3. If prices “organize” markets, then who organizes the firm?
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Ten minute break
http://e.ggtimer.com
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What were the answers?

Q: What action would you recommend to overcome development
professionals’ biased perspectives on life in the countries they
are “helping”? A: They should visit the country they are
helping and experience the results of their intervention
Q: Give one reason why development professionals might “throw
good money after bad.” A: Ego (big budget), fear (cover
mistake), ignorance (not thinking of opportunity costs)
Q: If prices “organize” markets, then who organizes the firm? A:
The entrepreneur, which is why firms can fail as they get too
complex for the entrepreneur (and other managers) to
understand
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NB: Bias lowers performance
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“The Nature of the Firm”
Coase (1937) explains why firms exist in the market, like “islands
of conscious power in this ocean of unconscious co-operation like
lumps of butter coagulating in a pail of buttermilk.”
I

Firms use the market when the “transaction costs” of creating
the good are low but produce internally when TCs are high

I

TCs include costs from asymmetric information, which falls
with repeated interactions in a firm (“complex production”)
or more market competition (“simple production”)

I

Firms and markets co-exist due to different benefits and costs

I

PA dynamics occur in both
Speaking of principals and agents. . .
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Adverse Selection and Moral Hazard again

AS: Principal harmed by picking unqualified agent (i.e.,
agent’s ability)
MH: Principal harmed by agent’s defecting action (i.e.,
agent’s choice)
In both cases, the principal suffers from asymmetric information.
Consider an example from “Save the poor, shoot some bankers”
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Agents can “fail” for different reasons

I break AS into “knowledge” and “care,” i.e.

WDR showed low knowledge and low care. MH complications add
more noise, but so do additional agents. . .
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Now add confusion, a là telephone

So, it’s a tough problem, but there are solutions. . .
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The easy way: get a good agent

No, really. . .
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Jane Jacobs (1916–2006)
She wrote wrote The Death and Life of Great American Cities
(1961) and saved New York’s neighborhoods from Robert Moses.
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Rachel Carson (1907–1964)
Her Silent Spring (1962) motivated environmentalist opposition to
the US Department of Agriculture’s pesticide enthusiasm.
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The Big Short
These actors portrayed the guys who fought bet against the
financial bubble. They made money as they revealed information.

NB: The bubble was inflated by politicians (e.g., Spain, Greece)
and rogue agencies (e.g., FannieMae) as well as Wall Street greed.
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Other solutions: improved information
What are your ideas?
Adverse Selection:
I

Get recommendations

I

Hire “certified” or experienced people

I

Do a small deal first (play a repeated game)

Moral Hazard:
I

Monitor actions

I

Share profits and losses

I

Reduce discretion
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Other solutions: structural changes
I

Compare results across (chains of) agents (benchmarking)

I

Empower recipients by changing them into principals

I

Empower via “participatory design” (now a CA problem!)

I

Circumvent via “direct cash transfer” (aka Basic Income)

I

Lower agent payments (“the toughest job you’ll ever love”)

Higher (efficiency) wages? “Perhaps a combination of higher pay,
political leadership and stiff punishments would have stopped
corruption [in Ghana]: it did in Singapore, for example. But money
alone is not enough. In Ghana, some are astonished that anybody
could have believed that higher pay would have made cops less
greedy.” —The Economist (30 Jan 2016):
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Other relevant perspectives on working together

Besides “good people,” better information and structural changes,
look for solutions in these theories:
I

Empathy, via experience or culture

I

Othering, i.e., in-group vs out-group identification

I

Addressing institutions/path dependency (“polderen”)

I

Exploiting relatedness, e.g., parent = 0.5; cousin = 0.25

I

Appealing to preferences, world views or religion

Be sure to watch “Poverty Inc” in week 6!
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CA and PA overlaps (Persson et al. reading)

A CA problem is based on failed cooperation within a group of
peers with informal discipline.
A PA problem is based on betrayal by a subordinate in a hierarchy
with formal discipline.
Example:
“Professor Who Helped Expose Crisis in Flint (PA) Says Public
Science (CA) Is Broken” at https://tinyurl.com/GCP-2017c
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But here’s a better example of asymmetric information

https://tinyurl.com/GCP-2017d
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Next week!

I

What saves you from free riders?

I

What makes agents eager to prove their honestly?

I

What brings you constant pleasures and freedoms?

I

What rewards your talents?

Markets!3

3

Don’t worry, there’s still some role for government and/or community
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